PSAI.MS   OF   THE   SISTERS
To this legendary status of the Theris, as historical
realities, we have to add the accumulated growth round
their names of legend and myth revealed in the commen-
tarial chronicle. For this growth Dhammapala must not
be held responsible. Its rate of progress had been much
quicker. The canonical Apadana, in its metrical tales of
thirty-three of the Theris, reveals their pre-natal legend
already full grown. Besides, Dhammapala drew his
materials from three older Commentaries, as he himself
admits. Now, even if we so stretch our less copious
imagination as to concede to a few highly-gifted persons,
just 'then' and * there/ the supernormal power of visual-
izing that which they judged to be their own antecedent
personalities in previous lives, there is no record whatever
of Theris, who claimed so to remember, recounting these
reminiscences to their contemporaries*. To this rule of
reticence in divulging there are two marked exceptions.
These are the last two poems, those of Isidasi and Sumedhfi,
poems which, more than all the rest, suggest later literary
craft, and, like the last few, bear the impress, not of
traditional sayings handed down, but of deliberate literary
creation.
Even apart from the, to us, mythological traditions
attaching to each Sister, the record of her tinal rebirth does
not always show signs that the scenes where she moved
were, for the chronicler or for his authorities, chosrx ntM.
In one story we find the classic Gijjha-kuti, or Vulture's
Peak, above Rajagaha, moved, apparently, to Sfivatthl. At
Savatthl, too, is the Buddha found, while he is said to be
preaching on the banks of the Neranjarfi in Magadha.
And there are more such little ' faults,' geologically
speaking.
But when all of that ilk is said and considered, the
Western reader may still judge it well that the Psalms have
been here presented along with, not in isolation from, their
ancient if less venerable chronicle. All who are capable of
a historical sympathy—of an appreciation, that is, of ideas
as evolving in time—will be glad to see somewhat of the

